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MOCRACY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL
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INTRODUCTION

Some claim that the method of teaching de
mocracy in the high sohool is a problem. It is
the duty, however of high school teachers to pro
vide a student organization which will give every
student a chance to express himself constructively,
but an organization surely built which at every
opportunity will utilize its own power to settle
its own difficulties.
It is impossible and impracticable to inolude
in the high sohool program a comprehensive study
in each of the social sciences. And yet, it is un
just to the pupil that his knowledge of social facts
and especially democracy should be limited.
From the standpoint of the purposes of secondary
education, it Is for less important that the youth
should acquire a comprehensive knowledge of all the
social sciences, than it is that he should be given
experience and practice in the obeervation of social
phenomena as he encounters them.
The high sohool must make the ohild feel his
responsibility in having an effective and progressive
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community, that every community needs leadership,
quality, intelligence, health, cooperation, and
vision*

3.

A SUGGESTED METHOD OF
TEACHING DEMOCRACY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

"Democracy is a form of social organization in
which the participation of each individual In the
various phases of group activities is free from
artificial restrictions, and in which group policy
is ultimately determined by the will of the whole
society*"

1

An efficient democracy can be obtained only when
all of the members have been trained so that they will
play intelligently their part in the social life
spontaneously and not through coercion.
democracy is that ideal form of society that
guarantees to the individual equality of opportunity
for useful happiness, remembering that while character
in a large measure controls human happiness, the
environment often directs character.
In the high school particularly, pupils should be
taught that the lack of free equitable Intercourse
which springs from a variety of shared interest in
doing good for others makes intellectual stimulation
unbalanced.
Encyclopedia Americana
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Educationally, the realization of form of
society in which interests are mutually interpenetrat
ing and where progress or readjustment is -*n important
consideration, makes a democratic cotamunity more in
terested. A government resting upon popular sufiarage
cannot be successful unless those who elect and who
obey their governors are properly taught. Voluntary
disposition and interest can be created only by ed
ucation.
school is an ideal place to suggest
and teach that a democracy is more than a form of
government; it is primarily a mode of associated living.
It is a good place to teach that a society which makes
provision for participation in its good of all its
members on equal terms and which secures flexible re
adjustment of its institutions through interaction of
the different forms of associated life. In teaohing
democracy In the 'high school, too muoh Importance
cannot be placed upon social environment, becuase social
environment and education are largely human devices.
The environment of the slum is a remediable condition.
Democracy sees this. The subconscious mind of the people
of the civilized world recognizes the evils that have
accumulated with the growth of industrial organization,
and civilized humanity proposes to remedy those evils
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through adequate training in the school«JAnother
century will see marvels of justice and improvement
in education, as wonderful as the marvels of industrial
enterprise that crowned the last century. Democracy
which appears to be altruistic is trying to express
itself in governmental terms, and has been moved by
the spirit of organization. One of the m03t important
functions of the high school is to teach how to acquire
that deeper wider social morality among the masses.
Dducation in a domodracy must offer to the boy and
girl something concrete, it must help them in their
daily lives, what the youth learns,-- to get out of
life that which his capacity warrants.
In teaching democracy in the high school, pupils
should be taught that its principles should be tried
with common sense. Its forms will avaii. nothing unless
a democratic spirit, the spirit of altruism and moral
education, are possessed.
The struggle for democracy is never won. It must
be made again by each individual in his own life and
by each generation in the life of the state and nation.
This in itself shows the importance of its being
plaoed and taught in our high schools.)

6.

It took a half century of painstaken struggle
to establish in the United States the principles of
high sohool education supported by taxation and the
fight is not yet completely won. There are still those
who wish to close tne doors of opportunity to young
people who need it most, rather than enrich the high
sohool curriculum.
Some claim that the method of teaching democracy
in the nigh scnool is a problem. It is the duty,how
ever, of tne ffiigh school teachers to provide a student
organization which will give every student a chance to
express himself constructively, but an organization
sanely built which at every opportunity will utilize
its own power to settle Its own difficulties. \
The committee on social studies has recommended
the study of Problems of American Democracy as a cul
minating course of social study in the last year of
the high sohool with the purpose of giving a more defi
nite, comprehensive and deeper knowledge of some of
the vital problems of social life and thus securing
a more intelligent and active citizenship.
The oommittee considers the fact that in actual
life the individual facts problems or conditions which
the principles of a number of social sciences are In
extricably related. It is impossible and impracticable
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to include in the high school program a comprehensive
study in eaoh of the social sciences. And yet, it is
unjust to the pupil that his knowledge of social faots
and especially democracy should he limited.
From the standpoint of the purposes of secondary
education, it is far less important that the child
should aoquire a comprehensive knowledge of all the
social sciences, than it is that he should be given
experience and practice in the oheervatioxi of social
A'
phenomena as he ehcounters them; that he should be
brought to understnad that every social problem is
complex and has many sides; and that he should acquire
the habit of forming social judgment only on the
basis of dispassionate consideration of all the facts
available. This can best be accomplished by dealing
with actual situations as they occur.
In the past, the study of democracy in the high
school has been subordinated to other subjects. For
this there is no justification and imodern tendencies
to afford teaching democracy and giving it its proper
plaoe in the secondary school program deserve universal
support.
It has already beoome a serious problem in this
country whether steps should not be taken to provide
that a larger proportion of prospective memoers of
American society should receive the benefits at least
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of a seoondary eduoation. The increase privileges
and responsibilities granted to and demanded of the
individual in American society cannot be provided for
by a system which does not give two-thirds of the
citizens a traini.i;; in the study of democracy.
The participations of all citizens in the direct
ion and control of all social institutions of a public
nature includes a participation in the direction and
control of the school as well as of other institutions.
The agency oa whioh democracy must most depend is one
which itself must determine and control. Even more
than in most societies the American secondary school
must conform to social ideals and the form of social
organization# If democracy is to be successful in the
high school, it must be made effective, the field must
be made broadened so as to inolude t e common affairs
of social life.
( The correct approach is indicated by the modern
tendencies that are found in community life and in such
a course as that proposed in Problems of American
Democracy. Pupils in our(secondary schools should be
taught and impressed with the Idea that it must be rec
ognized in American society that each individual must
be not merely a law-abiding citizen but also to some
extent a law-maker.
The Amerioan high school education is for the
good of sooiety, all other aims are subordinate to this
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purpose and should not be allowed to interfere with
it. )

10.

CHAPTER II
SECONDARY SCHjQL OUR MOST DEMOCRATIC
INSTITUTION

Proper democratic training must teach pupils
that restraint that makes for social justice, it
must bring them the freeing truth which shall lead
them into that abundant life for which our Greatest
Democratic and Beloved Teacher gave his life.
Birdseye, writing nearly twenty years ago, ob
served the difficulties of undemocratic procedure
in the schools at that time, and with the enormous
growth of enrollment, its altogether probably that
the variations are greater now than then. He urged
more attention to the individual for he felt t .at
the colleges in our earlier history accomplished
their work better than some were doing later.
The present high school should now give to each
individual student strong character, and the best
possible training for his life*s work.
Men must ce se to serve to live and begin to
live to Serve. The

raat servants of men have been

the great democrats

, therefore,/the;hig^ school
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teaoher has great opportunity for giving true ser
vice in guiding the youth and assisting through
proper methods in shaping the lives of future citizens.
If our education i s to be truly democratic, we
must expect to give each student more nearly what he
individually needs and to require from each student
more nearly what his capacity can give us. Charles Judd says that

w The^igh;

school should

be our most democratic institution and should give
direct instructiohs in the meaning and value of
American opDortunities w . 1

Democratic education i s a

state wide issue and i s as i t should be since there
are both rural and city^Si^h.school®. I t i s the
function of the whole state to be exercised for the
equal be e f i t of a l l children within i t s borders} the
state can dissolve itself of this sacred duty by
delegating to poor communities such a portion of the
task as they do not and cannot perform because of the
absence of taxable values in their midst. Just as
for the protection of the state the rich man must

^'journal of National Educational Association
November 1931, p. 30
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be taxed to educate the poor man's children; so
the rloh community must help the poor# In no better
place can this be taught than in the(high"school
room where the rich man's son sits in the same seat
with the poor man's son. This is not only sound pub
lic policy, but its justness becomes more apparent
when we remember that fully one-half of the children
educated in the poor country sections spend their
adult life in the centers of wealth which become the
chief beneficiaries of rural education. Taxes must
follow wealth, schools must follow children.
Efficient membership in American society de
mands al^Least three qualifications, — (1) An ability
to execute the formal and informal duties of citizen
ship and carry the burden of political responsibility;
(2) An ability to produce and labor sufficiently to
carry one's own economic load; (3) An ability to
utilize one's leisure time and act in an i-dividual
capacity without interferring with the interest of
others.
The high school must make the child feel his
responsibility in having an effective and progressive
community, that every community needs leadership,

13.

quality, intelligence, health, cooperation and
vision.
Eduoation is intended not for a favorite few
but for all who are mentally able* It is intended
and rightly so, for citizenship includes the rights,
duties, and obligations in ail the social relationship
of an individual, education for citizenship means
training for life in the association with others and
with particular reference to the interests, possessions
and duties which one citizen shares with another. Such
eduoation involves sufficient training to permit one
to inform himself on natters of concern and to associate
easily with others, to have a knowledge of affairs and
purposes of the social group to which he belongs, and
to have ability and disposition to participate in
group decision and actions.
The;high sohool can assume the fundamental and
mast important part of this. Ideas of honesty and up
rightness and the abhorrence of crime must be carefully-;
gradually and persistently instilled into the young
rand impressionable mind during the character forming
period of life. It is the high school which must show
the positive punishment that awaits every breaker of
law.
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The value of the high sohool as a molder of charac
ter depends upon the opportunity to develop personality
in taking part in many school activities under the
guidance of the teacher, the development of proper
sohool spirit and proper attitude on the jart of pupils
toward their fellows, the sohool and community.
To maintain due regard for the requirements in
teaching democracy in the secondary sohool, is to or
ganize instruction not on the basis of formal social
sciences but on the basis of concrete problems of vital
importance to society and immediate interest to the
pupil.
State legislatures hhould be urged to pass a
law requiring that instruction in problems in American
democracy be offered in the third or fourth year of
the high sohool and that sixty full semester hours
of i struotion in this subject be given in the years
selected. It goes without saying that young people
should be taught to think about the vital questions of
the day, many of whioh will be called upon to con
sider when they beoome voters.
(NO subject offered in the(high school with the
exceptions Of English offers more vital .raining for
real life then does the course in problems in American
democracy when it is properly taught. It should pre-
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sent a training in understanding and solving t o e great
political, social and economic problems of the day
as nearly as possible in the same circumstances in
which

hey are met in real life.

Teachers who teach Amerioan democracy in the
high sohool should equip themselves with the Syllabus
of Social Studies for Secondary Schools,jPart II.,
by the State Department of Public Instruction of
New Jersey, February, 1925, and Ammarell's work
book and study Outline for Problems of Amerioan De
mocracy, the Pennsylvania Syllabus.
Problems according to their timeliness should
be taught.
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CHAPTER III
AMERICAN HIGH RCHOOL A LABORATORY FOR
DEMOCRACY

Because our democracy Is a representative de
mocracy, our Softool system itself is a representative
democracy* a real democracy cannot exist unless we
have an educated oltizanship. It aftould toe the woric
of the nigh school to prepare the young for citizen
ship and leadership, regardless of their social and
financial status# Dons of the masses can now aspire
to an education equal to taut of the sons of aristo
crats. The American high school, the laboratory of
democracy, has always seen and may continue to toe
an institution established and maintained by sooiety
for the purpose of promoting and establishing social
progress and reform. Only a little reflection is
aecea&ery to ©how clearly that if we a© a nation are
to succeed in operating our representative democracy
we must raise the level of our politioal education.
This ie one of the main justifications for the public
support of education.
It is well to require pupils to prepare formal
essays dealing with definite problems of democracy.
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Essays of this type should be two thousand words
In length and should be accompanied by an outline
and a bibliography.
Systematic study of newspapers and periodicals
will stimulate interest and will make it possible
to bring the ma terial of the text cook up to date.
Other means of stimulating interest in teaching de
mocracy are visits to the meeting of the city council
or a mock trial.
A course in the problems of American denaeraoy
organized and presented in moh a way as to Seal
with all sides of oo troveicsial issues new before
the American people should uertainly help the young
citizens to prepare himself for aotive citizenships.
It should make him familiar with the most important
problems of the day, and impress him that there are
^t least two sides to every question. It should devel
op raspsot for the points of view of other people.
It should give the pupil training in reasoning well,
as well as training in parllmentary procedure and in
the expression of his views before a group. The course
in problems in American democracy has proved its worth*
At the present time twenty-three states make some
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provision for courses in problems in American
democracy, and in four states, Kansas, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Tennessee, the subject is required for
graduation from the high school.
Finally, the number of colleges accepting the subject
for college entrance is increasing. The teaohing of problems
in American democracy is another example of the manner in
which the public schools are on the alert to recognize the
subject matter so that the young people may be better pre
pared for the serious business of life.
(

Teaohing democracy or problems of democracy contributes

to the training in many of the activities of citizenship.
In fact, citizenship is so broad that the aim of education
is sometimes expressed as the miking of citizenships or good
citizens. In order to be a good citizen, one needs infor
mation from manj fields as well as a numoer of general pat
terns of conduct^) The explicit curricula provisions for
citizenship training may be supplemented by the method of
aohool control and extra-curricular activities.
Many; high schools provide for student government in
such extra-curricular activities as Boy Scouts, Welfare
Clubs, student publications, travel clubs, and literary
societies, which make valuable contributions to training
for citizenship. It seems likely that the high school should
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more than any other division of our educational
system determine the trend of American civilization.
f

It is an experiment in democracy. There is a mutual
relation between democracy and education. The interJ

dependence of democratic move:uents points inevitably
to the need of coordinating center, both for democratic
ideas and for democratic training. Such center is found
in education# Educational institutions have fathered
most of our democratlo ideas; from them radiate our
democratic ideals. While our high schools have never
been and are not now fully democratized, they are
probably lreer from artificial distinctions of birth,
wealth, and other invidious social ratings than any
other institution. The high school is the best ally
of democracy, without a democratic education there
can be no successful democratic society.
The undermining of artificial social stratifi
cation on be hoped for only as a socialized education
instills, during the plastic years of childhood and
youth a respect for individual attainment and personal
oharaoter that will supersede our traditional worship
in inherited social status.
^Deiaocratic education alone can prepare one to
live in a democratic society and adjust himself to
unending chain of mutual cause and effect. Each de-
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mends and fosters the other* More democracy requires
more general education and training in democracy.
Both are mass movements and depend for efficiency upon
mass intelligence* Since our social structure is be
coming more and more complex with a consequent in
crease in the difficulty of problems to be met, the
success we hope to attain will depend upon our ability
to prepare eaon new generation to do better democratic
team work than its predecessors^/
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SUMMARY

kduoation and democracy are bound up in an un
ending ciiain of cause and effect. More democracy
means more widespread and universal education, and
more education means more democracy.
In a democratic society there is need of a
certain like-mindedness, unity of thought, feelings,
ideals, and standards of conduct. Such unity is more
necessary in a democracy such as ours than in any
society. But it is also true that individual dif
ferences and the differentiated needs of society
demand recognition^The laboratory of democracy must
make provision for the development of that amount of
like-mindedness and unity of thought, haoit

and ideals,

which is necessary for social solidarity; likewise it
must make provision for individual differences.
The; high school is a good place to teach that a
society which makes provision for participation in
its good of all its members on equal terms and which
secures flexible readjustment of its institutions
through interactions of the different forms of as
sociated life.

The high school is an ideal place to suggest
and teach that a democracy is more than a form of
government; it is primarily a m de of associated

)

living*
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CONCLUSION

Since the^high school is the school of the
people, it must serve the interests of the majority
who do not go to college as well as the interests of
the minority who do go. The high school mist .ake
it possible for eaoh pupil to develop into a socially
efficient individual. This means that high school boys
and girls should have the opportunity to develop the
knowledge and skills whloh will enable them to support
themselves, to contribute something to the welfare of
society.
^In teaching democracy in the/high ©ohool, too
much importance cannot be placed upon social en
vironment oecuuae social environment and education are
largely human devices. The environment of the slum is
a remediable condition. In teaohing democracy in the
high hohool, pupils should be taught that its principles
should be tried with common sense. Its forms will avail
nothing unless a democratic spirit of altruism and
moral education are possessed.
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APPENDIX

A TEACHING UNIT

A SUGGESTED METHOD OF
TEACHING DEMOCRACY IN THE HIGH SCHOOL

I* Aim;
1.To d i s t r i b u t e knowledge of t h e r e a l meaning
of a t r u e democracy.
2.To f a m i l i a r i z e t h e s t u d e n t s with ways of be
coming a u s e f u l c i t i z e n .
I I . Approach;
1.Get the s t u d e n t I n t e r e s t e d i n cooperating with
ways of o t h e r s througha . Boy Scouts
b . Four H. Clubs
c . Student Council
d . Y . W. C. A. and Y . M. C. A.
e . Student p u b l i c a t i o n s
f . N. F . A. Committee
2.Let the student participate in athletic^ in order
t o bring about a b e t t e r understanding
ofa. discipline
b . sportsmanship
o. respect
I I I . Materials;
l.Laboratory
a. scissors
b . c 1: w hammer
o . sa-iU t a b l e s
d . e x h i b i t racks
e. exhibit oabinets
f . maps
g . blackboards
h. chairs

i. Construction paper
j. crayons
&• pencils

IV. Procedure:
1. Glass competition in both athletics and
subject matter.
&« Hare each class to participate in discussion
on various political problems.
3. let each student suggest t e manner or way
in which he would handle social problems in his blty
or town.
4. iiaek to find out the social science in which
each student is interested and endeavor to meet these
interests as near as possible.
V. Activities:
1. Theme on the betterment of the home, such
as games end picnics.
«s. Original play
3. Original story-telling
4. Civic clubs
VI. Evaluation:
To the students and other people of the towns
and cities, the value of this unit entitled *A Sug
gested Method of Teaching Demooraoy in the High sohool"
is easily seen in that it supplies the students and
other city members with valuable information, that will
aid them in organizing themselves in a more cooperative
manner.
The more than anything else this unit has
initiated and it has enoours ed the students to be
very original and to wofck out their own problems.
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